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introduction

Congratulations on completing Cracking the Correction Code,
our overview of best practices for providing written corrective feedback on your students’ written assignments in the
second language classroom. We hope that the guide has
given you new strategies for providing feedback that increase
its effectiveness while reducing your workload.
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The purpose of this companion workbook is to help instructors apply their knowledge of WCF from Cracking the Correction Code to the concrete realities of their classroom assignments. In designing this workbook, we wanted instructors to
feel supported as they begin to transform the way they give
feedback to their students. It’s also our way of responding to
the research. Studies have shown that summaries of best
practices alone may do little to influence the way instructors
actually teach in their classrooms (Lee, 2019). In part, this
may be because the environments designed by educational
researchers in their studies do not fully simulate authentic
classrooms. Though we wrote the recommendations of
Cracking the Correction Code with real classrooms in mind, we
also know that, for many, focused feedback may appear
deeply counterintuitive, and that instructors may need extra
practical guidance to overcome the challenges of introducing
it into their standard grading practices.
In this workbook, you’ll find three handouts—what we are
calling tools—designed to counter these challenges and help
you plan a comprehensive strategy for providing feedback on
a specific assignment. Each tool guides instructors through a
specific phase of the feedback sequence from beginning to
end. Though we designed these tools to complement each
other, and we recommend you go through the suite at least
once as you begin, feel free to use whichever tool fits your
needs best.

2.

tool 1
assignment blueprint tool

This tool will help you to:

tool Assignment Blueprint Tool -

1

Plan Your Assignment!

This tool will help you determine the specific error categories you will be targeting
for correction and the method you will be using to annotate these errors. If this is
your first time using focused feedback, it’s a great place to start.

tool WCF Checklist Tool -

2

Stay Focused while Grading!
This tool will help you keep tabs on your WCF strategy as you’re grading. For
instructors that are used to providing unfocused feedback, the checklist is
designed to keep you focused on your new strategy and away from old habits.

Breakdown an assignment into several
integrated deadlines that support your
WCF strategy

Tailor a detailed WCF strategy to this assignment that includes the error categories you will
be targeting and the specific method you will
use to annotate these errors

Before using this tool, you’ll need:
A general sense of the learning outcomes, requirements, and approximate deadline of a
writing assignment students will have to prepare for your course.

Step 1: Assignment

Flowchart

You’ll complete this assignment flowchart in stages as you work through the various steps of
this guide. The left column indicates the step where you’ll get the information to input into
this table. For now, simply complete the table for the three lines that say “Step 1.”

Description of Task

tool WCF Follow-Up Tool What did I miss?

3

This post-feedback tool will help you plan in-class or homework activities to target
errors that fall outside of your error categories. If you’re worried that focused
feedback on student writing is not enough, this tool will help you plan additional
interventions to complement your feedback.

Planned Date
of Task

TASKS TO BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO INSTRUCTOR WCF

step 1

Assignment Description Distributed to Students

step 4

Setting Student Expectations of WCF

step 6

Peer WCF Activities (Optional)

step 1

Assignment Deadline
PROVIDE FEEDBACK ACCORDING TO YOUR WCF STRATEGY

step 1

Assignment Returned to Students
TASKS TO BE COMPLETED AFTER INSTRUCTOR WCF

We hope that the activities in this workbook give instructors the confidence and structure they need
to implement an evidence-based approach to WCF in their classrooms. Good luck!

3.

step 5

Students Complete Revised Text or
Alternative Response to WCF

step 5

Return Revised Text or Alternative Assignment

4.

Step 2:

Step 3:

Determining Error Types for
Focused Feedback for this Assignment

Determining the Directness of Feedback

Using the expected language proficiency of the average learner as a guide, circle the type
of focused feedback students will receive on this assignment.

Select 3-6 error types that you will focus your corrections on for this assignment and write
them into the table below. Choose carefully: you won’t be able to annotate student errors
outside of these categories in any way.
Below you’ll find a few examples drawn from Kurzer (2019) to get you started. Feel free to
choose the ones that work best for this assignment and your institutional setting, or write
your own.
For example, if your assignment requires students to narrate a story in the past, you may
want one error category to be linking words that hold a story together (like, “First,”
“Then,” “Finally,”). Or, if you teach a language whose past tense requires the use of an
auxiliary and a past participle, consider making these 2 separate error categories.
Verb form (conjugation)

Verb tense (time, aspect or mode)

Sentence structure

Word order

Word choice

Prepositions

Word form

Spelling

Punctuation

Capital letter

Insert something

Omit something

Meaning is not clear

Awkward

Expected Average Language Proficiency of Students
NOVICE (A1 & A2)

INTERMEDIATE (B1 & B2)

ADVANCED (B2+ & C1)

DIRECT FEEDBACK

INDIRECT FEEDBACK

VERY INDIRECT FEEDBACK

Explicit correction

Underlining location of
errors + metalinguistic
explanations about their
errors

Explicit correction +
metalinguistic
explanations about
their errors

Underlining location
of errors

Underlining location of
errors + use of a
correction code to
indicate the type of error

If you’re using a correction code, return to the table in Step 2. Decide on an abbreviation
for each error category in your correction code and write it into the final row of the table.
For example, “CON” for errors of conjugation, or “ADJ” for errors of adjective agreement.
Congratulations! After completing Step 3, you now have a WCF strategy for this assignment. You’ll be providing focused feedback on the error types from Step 2, using the
methods you determined in step 3.

Step 4:

Specific Error Types for Focused Feedback (min 3, max 6)
1

2

3

4

5

6

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

REQUIRED

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

Setting Student Expectations

What information about
your WCF strategy from
steps 2 and 3 do you
need to communicate to
students before the
assignment is completed?

How will this be done?

When will this be done?

5.

(Add this answer to the Assignment Flowchart in step 1).

6.

Step 5:

Determine What Learners Will Have to Do
In Response to Your WCF Strategy

Tool 2 was designed to be printed out on a single
sheet of paper (8.5x11” back to front). Keep a copy
with you as you grade your student assignments.

tool 2

WCF grading checklist tool

Select one or several tasks that learners will have to complete after receiving your WCF.

Possible Student Responses to Instructor WCF

This tool will help you to:

DIRECT FEEDBACK

INDIRECT FEEDBACK

Personal log of frequency of errors by type

Personal log of frequency of errors by type

Revise text based on instructor corrections

Revise text based on self-correction

Personal reflection on errors

Personal reflection on errors

Other assignment based on errors

Other assignment based on errors

Will this response assignment have to be turned in again?

YES / NO

If students will have to turn this response assignment back in to you, what will the due date for
this assignment be? Input this answer in the appropriate blank for “Step 5” in the
Assignment Flowchart.
By when will you hope to return this response assignment to students? Input this answer in
the appropriate blank for “Step 5” in the Assignment Flowchart.
In planning these dates, ensure that students will have time to absorb information from this
feedback before they are asked to work on any new writing assignments.

Step 6:

Keep the essential details of your
WCF strategy at hand while you’re
grading

Note any discrepancies between real student
errors and target categories in your WCF
strategy

Before using this tool, you’ll need:
A WCF strategy (ideally, see the
Assignment Blueprint Tool (Tool 1))

Step 1: Summarize

Student writing assignments

your WCF strategy

(Error Categories, Methods, Content)

Using your Assignment Blueprint Tool as a reference, complete the table with the error
categories you will be targeting for this assignment.

1 – Focused Feedback Error Categories
Specific Error Types for Focused Feedback (min 3, max 6)

Peer WCF (Optional)

1

2

3

4

5

6

In this final optional step, consider whether or not students will be providing WCF to each
other before they submit the assignment by the deadline you set in Step 1. Lee (2019) recommends that students determine 1-2 error categories that they find personally difficult and have
peers provide feedback on only those categories on a draft version of their assignment.
If you are having students work through peer WCF activities: what is a good date for them to
do so? Remember that students will need time to complete a draft of the assignment and time
to edit their work in response to peer WCF. Write this answer in the appropriate blank
for “Step 6” in the Assignment Flowchart.
That’s it! Now that you’ve completed this blueprint, you should have a clear WCF strategy and
a sense of how each component of your writing assignment will be paced from beginning to
end.

WCF Checklist Tool

Tool 2

If you’re interested in seeing a checklist
of things to consider while you’re implementing WCF, make sure to check out
the next tool in this toolkit.

7.

WCF Checklist Tool

Tool 3

If you’re interested in seeing if the error
categories you chose were ultimately the
right fit for this assignment, make sure to
complete the WCF Reflection Tool once
you’ve graded an assignment using your
WCF strategy.

2 – Direct or Indirect Methods for Targeting Error Categories
What specific method(s) of
direct or indirect feedback will
you be using to target errors in
these categories?

3 – Feedback on Content
To be truly effective, WCF on error categories needs to be combined with
feedback on, or a response to, the literal content of a student’s writing
assignment. Make sure you’re responding to the content of each and every assignment as you work your way through the pile.
Now that you’ve summarized your WCF strategy, you’re ready to grade. Go on to the
next step which includes a brief checklist of things to think about as you’re grading
assignments.
8.

Step 2: Things

to Consider as You’re Grading

tool 3

Each step of your WCF strategy presents a few specific challenges. While grading, use this
tool to make sure you stick to the strategy you worked hard to develop.

1 – Sticking to your WCF strategy
As you grade, make sure the responses
to all the following statements are
“true”.
I am searching for errors in the
error categories I set before I
started grading this assignment.
Regardless of how important
(word choice) or trivial (punctuation) an error is, if it is not one
of my error categories, I am
not annotating it. (Though I can
note trends in my personal notes.)
I am annotating according to
the direct or indirect feedback
method I determined and only
that method.
I am responding to student
content in the margins or at
the end of each assignment.

2 – Taking notes and calibrating your
WCF strategy
When you first start using this approach, it may take a
while to set “optimal” error categories for each assignment. The purpose of this sub-step is to give you a
space to take notes on the relative frequency of the
error categories you selected for feedback. This will
help you determine if you need to change error
categories for next year and if there are several recurring errors that aren’t in your categories that you need
to address in other ways (since you’re not allowed to
annotate them for this assignment).
As you’re grading, complete the table below by
writing in the errors you set and estimating
the frequency of each error type across
students for this assignment. For example, after
grading a third of your class, you may feel “adjective
agreement” errors (one of your error categories) are
common for many students. Fill in the table to reflect
this and feel free to update the frequency of these
errors as often as necessary. In the table below, use
“C” for common errors, “UC” for uncommon errors,
and “R” for those that are quite rare.

Relative Frequency of Error Types
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

This tool will help you to:
Plan follow-up activities to target
errors outside of your error categories

Adjust your error categories to better target
errors for next year

Before using this tool, you’ll need:
A completed “Relative Frequency of
Error Types” table (from WCF
Checklist Tool (Tool 2))

Step 1:

A completed “Important Errors Left Untargeted” table (from WCF Checklist Tool
(Tool 2))

Planning Follow-Up Responses

Just because you’re unable to provide individualized WCF on mistakes outside of your
error categories, doesn’t mean you can’t help students work on improving these critical
errors. You can still create or find existing grammar activities to target these recurring
errors.
Look back at the table you completed of “Important Errors Left Untargeted” from
the WCF Checklist Tool (Tool 2). If you didn’t complete that tool, you can try and
think back to the three most important errors that students kept making but that were not
within your error categories for feedback.
Choose 1-3 errors that students should improve on going forward and find appropriate
resources to help you target these errors in your class. Your choices here will depend on
the urgency of addressing this error for other upcoming assignments, your course learning
objectives, and course structure more generally.

ERROR
FREQUENCY
(C / UC / R)

Finally, use the table below to track important errors you’re seeing that aren’t in your error
categories. These are going to be especially important as we begin to plan grammar activities
that will supplement your WCF and help students grow in areas that were not targeted by
feedback on their assignment.
Important Errors Left Untargeted
COMMON

WCF follow-up tool

UNCOMMON

RARE

WCF Follow-Up Plan
No.

Error Requiring
Follow-Up

Activities to
Target Error

FORMAT

Date Assigned or
Completed in Class

Due Date
(Optional)

Ex.

Indirect object
pronouns

Réseau, Ex. 8-9,
8-10, p. 264-265

Classwork

April 16

N/A

1.

2.

Keep these two charts handy! We’ll be using them in the WCF Follow-Up Tool (Tool 3)
9.

3.

10.

Step 2:

Step 3:

Adjusting Error Categories

Creating a WCF Follow-Up Plan is important for responding to the mistakes made by your
students outside of your error categories in this assignment this year. The purpose of this
next step is to adjust your error categories for next year so that they better align with the
errors your future students are likely to make on this same assignment.
In this step, you will be using both the “Relative Frequency of Error Types” and
“Important Errors Left Untargeted” tables you created for the WCF Grading
Checklist Tool (Tool 2), to determine the error types that you will target on this same
assignment next year.

Brief Personal Reflection

Finally, once you’ve completed this worksheet, you’ll have completed the three-tool suite for
providing WCF on one assignment. It’s worth taking the time to reflect on how you felt
about using this approach. Take 30 minutes to record your thoughts about this process.
Here are a few questions that might help to get you started.
What was the hardest part about selecting error categories for your assignment?
What particular challenges did you face during the process of providing feedback?
How receptive were your students to focused feedback?
Do you think your students made gains in your error categories? Why? Why not?

first

It might be helpful to lock in the error categories that
you selected this year that represented common errors
and useful feedback for students. Use the “Frequency”
row from your “Relative Frequency of Error Types”
table to find these common error types and fill them in
the table below now.

next

What would you change in implementing this approach to feedback on your next
assignment?

You’ll also want to add in frequent or important errors
that you noted while grading but that escaped your error
categories this year. You’ll find these in your “Important Errors Left Untargeted” table. Add these error
categories to the table below now.

As you finalize this table, remember that you’re only allowed 3-6 error types in
total. Once you’ve filled out the table below, that’s it. This means you’ll have to balance
between errors you’re keeping from this year and new error categories that you’re adding for
next year.

Error Types for this Assignment for Next Year
1

11.

2

3

4

5

6

12.

conclusion
In devising this companion workbook, we wanted to provide instructors who had read
Cracking the Correction Code with a clear sense of how to apply best practices to their real
classrooms. In this spirit, we built tools that integrate known principles for increasing the
effectiveness of instructor feedback, activities that anticipate and respond to common
instructor questions, and a sequence that models thinking about WCF in a logical,
step-by-step way. Ultimately, whether you use one or all of the tools provided in this
workbook, we hope that you come to see this approach to providing WCF as accessible,
realistic, and sustainable for courses or years to come.

Dr. Michael C. Reyes
mcr6@queensu.ca

Dr. Francesca Fiore
f.fiore@queensu.ca

P.S.
We’re committed to making Cracking the Correction Code and its companion workbook as
helpful as possible for instructors. If you have any feedback for us on any of these
materials, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us. We’d especially love to learn more
about the experiences of instructors who’ve used these materials to implement a WCF
strategy in their classrooms. Your comments—no matter how large or small—could
really help to make a future edition of these materials even more useful to instructors.
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